The following rules apply in addition to general DESY-wide rules*. Adjustments of the following set may become necessary.

At PETRA III not more than 6 participants per experiment are allowed. In justified cases exemptions are possible after approval by oliver.seeck@desy.de (beamlines P01-P14) and hans.christian.wille@desy.de (P21.1-P24, P61-P65).
At FLASH a maximum number of 9 participants applies.

1) Maintain a safe distance of 2 m and **minimize contact** with other persons wherever possible.
2) Masks (medical masks or FFP2/3 masks **without** exhalation valve) are required in any public space in Campus buildings as well as at the experiments and in labs. When sharing a lab/hutch/room with others **we strongly recommend to use FFP2/3 masks whenever possible**, which is for your own safety.
3) The use of FFP2/3 masks is **mandatory** when working at distances below 2 m for more than 15 minutes.
4) Joint meals/coffee breaks in tea kitchens are not allowed.
5) External users have to provide their own masks.
6) In all cases, the equipment which is touched by multiple persons has to be cleaned with disinfection liquids before AND after the work of that person. These liquids are available in the control rooms at the beamlines.
7) Wash hands with soap regularly.
8) Contact service groups/local contacts/contractors/users etc. before you start working in a group and coordinate that work in order to reduce contact times. It is required to split up in well defined shift teams which – wherever possible – should not mix. Please use video-conference tools for shift handover meetings to further minimize contacts, or meet outside.
9) Gloves should be used if necessary. Skin care protection is available in most labs.
10) Remember that services of other groups or teams may be reduced (e.g. workshops, labs, central services). Always coordinate your work carefully with these groups and teams well ahead.
11) Only ONE experiment can be done in each of the PETRA III/FLASH labs at the same time. User experiments have priority.
12) Please provide the beamline personnel with shift plans with the names of colleagues in the respective shifts – in case that contact tracing might ever be required. **Not more than 3 experimenters should share a hutch/lab, both at PETRA III and at FLASH.**
13) The routing slip has to be carried with you throughout your stay at DESY.
14) Please perform a **self test** every two days after your arrival and when having symptoms. Sufficient test kits have to be brought by the user group.

---

I hereby acknowledge that I have completely read and fully understand the PETRA III and FLASH Corona Rules

Date, Signature | Date, Signature
---|---

Date, Signature | Date, Signature

---

* DESY rules are linked on https://photon-science.desy.de/users_area/user_office/index_eng.html